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Foreword 

 Hello and welcome to M64 Magazine! For a long time now, 

those of us at Miketendo64 have harboured the desire of 
launching our own magazine and while we’re not quite at that 

point yet, with Mario celebrating his 35th anniversary, how 

could we not try dipping our toes into the water and seeing 
what we can throw together? 

 So, on September 9, 2020 Miketendo64 bosses Jack and Mike 

put their heads together and endeavoured to see what kind of 
a magazine they could create in just 10 short days. This 

magazine you read now, is the result of their hard work, along 

with the assistance of their team. 

 Thus, we hope you will enjoy our free-to-download magazine, 

as we take you on a stroll through the adventures of Mario on 

the Nintendo Switch, as we cover his past, his present, his 
future and a whole Switch load of his numerous appearances! 

Contributors 

Mike Longman —@miketendo64  

Chris Brandrick — @chrisbrandrick 

Jared McClure — @Jmac857 

Alex Blake — @Cptn_Alex 

 

  Note: All images in this magazine are official press assets from Nintendo with 

the exception of those provided by Cptn Alex of Comic Controllers. We do not own 

nor claim to own any of the visual media in this magazine.  

  All articles are unique works for this publication penned by writers of the 

Miketendo64 Team and edited by Chris Brandrick. As regards to “Game Details”, 

they are official press descriptions written by Nintendo. 

  The publication of this magazine is not for profit or reward. We do not earn 

anything for publishing or distributing this free-to-download magazine. 

Jack Longman — @Jacktendo92 

Bryan Massey — @Rho_Toda1898 

SN Brendan — @SwitchNindies 
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  As an improved version of Mario Kart 8, which also packages in the 
previously released DLC, Mario Kart 8 Deluxe has gone on to be a 
stellar success that, when it comes to sales numbers, has left all other 
Switch games in a cloud of dust. 
 
  Animal Crossing: New Horizons is closing in every day, with the 
potential to overtake it one day, but it will never change the fact that 
Mario Kart 8 Deluxe was the first Switch game to ship 20 million units 
(it currently sits in first place with 26.74 million units sold.) 
  
  Its success story is absolutely riveting, especially when you factor in 
the Wii U sales, bringing both versions of Mario Kart 8 to a grand total 
of 35.19 million units and all the more closer to one day overtaking the 
formidable sales of Mario Kart Wii, which sits at 37.32 million units 
sold.    

  Instead of starting with a kiss, it started with a port and 
a mighty fine one at that. Whereas Nintendo could have 

opted for a brand-new adventure or even just a new Mario 

Kart instalment in the Mario Kart series, in its place, 
Mario Kart 8 Deluxe was the first Mario game to grace the 

Nintendo Switch and it was a decision that paid off 

immensely.    
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Mario Kart 8 Deluxe Review: 
  

Initial Release: August 28, 2017                                                      
Pricing: $59.99 USD 
 
Category: Racing, Multiplayer, Other 
Players: up to 12 players (Online) 
 
  The Wii U might not have been the hit Nintendo was hoping it to be, but it was 
home to a library of fantastic games, many of which have since landed on Nintendo 
Switch. Without a doubt, the Switch version is the definitive way to play the best 
Mario Kart in existence. You can play it in the comfort of your own home, or out 
and about with friends and it would be wrong not to mention its amazing 
soundtrack! So, if you haven’t already, do not miss out on this unmissable karting 
experience!   

  Demand grows every day for a new instalment, or at least impressive 
DLC to add new tracks and characters to the current roster, and yet, 
impressively, with all its success, even with very minimal updates 
since launch, (the inclusion of an additional Link and support for 
Nintendo Labo,) Mario Kart 8 Deluxe still manages to stay fresh 
and that’s without the help of the Inkling characters who have been 
available from day one!  
 
  But is its reign nearing its end? A new challenger approaches in the 
form of the newly announced Mario Kart Live: Home Circuit (See Page 
28 For more on that). It’s certainly a new way to race with old 
friends, but thankfully, the world is big enough for both games to co-
exist and we truly believe, even without any additional content, there 
is a mighty chance that Mario Kart 8 Deluxe could break 40 million 
units sold, before the end of the Switch’s life cycle! 
  
  It’s just too good a racing game to have its race cut short and even 
when the last race has been run, there’s still a glorious victory lap to 
go and Nintendo are definitely going to lap it up. 
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  It started out as a genuine leak believed to be nothing 
more than rumours born from madness. Nintendo teaming 

up with Ubisoft? Nintendo letting Ubisoft go to work on 

the Mario IP? Nintendo allowing them to bring the worlds 
of Rabbids and Mario together as one? What?!!  

  We all wanted the rumours to be true. To actually see and play a 
Mario game where the iconic plumber swaps his plunger for a gun (Not 
that you ever see Mario use a plunger) and our wish was granted! 
At E3 2017, Mario + Rabbids Kingdom Battle was officially announced 
and it was everything the rumours and leaks said it would be. 
  
  Ubisoft Milan poured their hearts and souls into Mario + Rabbids 
and this is a fact you can see for yourself everywhere you look in the 
game, or at photos of the joyous tears game director, Davide Soliani 
shed during its E3 debut.  
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Mario + Rabbids Kingdom Battle Review: 
 

Initial Release: August 29, 2017                                                      
Pricing: $59.99 USD 
Category: Strategy, Adventure                                               
Players: up to 2 players 
  
It’s a Mario outing unlike any other. It’s mental. It’s brilliant. It’s downright 
bizarre and it absolutely holds up against all the rest. Nintendo might not have 
developed it themselves, but it’s still got that Nintendo magic and a whole lot of 
Rabbids! Signore Soliani, we thank you from the bottom of our hearts!   

 

9/10 

  Then came launch day and Switch owners the world over to get their 
chance to go hands-on with this beautiful game and see what it was 
made of and by Jove, this creative take on the Mushroom Kingdom is 
truly stunning. 
 
  This bizarre mash-up is a true passion project made for the fans, by 
the fans and it is without a doubt a masterpiece in its own right and 
then came the Donkey Kong Adventure DLC. 
 
  Soliani and composer Grant Kirkhope (of Banjo & Kazooie fame) had 
already outdone themselves with the main game but they truly went 
the extra mile and created God-tier DLC. Donkey Kong Adventure was 
hands down one of the best things we played in 2018 and it’s 
something we keep going back to as a guilty pleasure. 

  
  Where Nintendo and Retro Studios opted to give the mighty ape a 
ported adventure in the form of Donkey Kong Country: Tropical Freeze, 
Ubisoft created a brand-new adventure that might just be Donkey 
Kong’s greatest adventure to date and we can’t help but get down on 
our hands and knees and pray for a follow-up instalment. It’s just that 
good a game!  
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  I will never forget the first time I saw Super Mario 
Odyssey. It was October 20, 2016 and at long last, no longer 

would Nintendo gamers have to refer to the Nintendo 

Switch, as the NX. 

  Nintendo had finally taken the time to reveal their secret console to 
the world and with it, our first look at a brand-new 3D Mario game. We 
didn’t know its name at the time but that would all change in 2017. 

  
  Not only would the game release the following October (2017,) but it 
would be Nintendo’s flagship title for E3 2017 and fans would soon 
know all there was to know about it. 

  
  In the years that have followed, there has been some disappointment 
that this hit Mario adventure never received some DLC that adds new 
kingdoms, but it did add VR support for Nintendo Labo and a free 
multiplayer balloon mode that is a lot of fun to play. 
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Super Mario Odyssey Review: 
 

Initial Release: October 27, 2017                                                      
Pricing: $59.99 USD 
Category: Platformer, Action 
Players: up to 2 players 

  
  3D Mario games have always endeavoured to push the envelope, with each new 
instalment giving us another unforgettable adventure and Super Mario Odyssey is 
no exception! The little man in the blue overalls has come a long way over the 
years and this superstar continues to soar to new heights, only this time, he is 
joined by an old friend and her triumphant return!  
 

9/10 

  My favourite thing that Super Mario Odyssey did though, was not 
allowing players to join forces with a hat that can capture people, or a 
scooter sequence where players must outrun a tyrannosaurs rex, but 
the fact it brings Pauline back into the fold and gives her the crown 
she’s always deserved. 

  
  She might not be a crowned princess, but the original damsel in 
distress is now the mayoress of the surreal New Donk City and that 
performance of hers that pays homage to the history of Mario and 
Donkey Kong took my breath away.  

  
  Mario’s storied history was paraded all over the town and rightly so! 
Together, Donkey Kong, Mario and Pauline, have made history and gone 
on to have a massive influence on the gaming scene that is never 
ending and now she’s back in the limelight, she’s not going anywhere. 

  
  Pauline has already gone on to make a playable appearance in Mario 
Tennis Aces, appears as part of the New Donk stage in Super Smash 
Bros. Ultimate and she’s even made it into Mario Kart Tour for mobile 
devices. It’s just a matter of time before she appears in a main series 
Mario Kart game and we can’t wait. The true queen is back and may 
she never leave us again! 
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  Mario Tennis Aces for the Nintendo Switch was a return 

to form for the Mario Tennis series launching in 2018. First 
announced in a Nintendo Direct mini presentation in 

January of 2018, we got our first look at what the game had 

to offer including the return of a brand new story mode. 

  Mario Tennis Aces launched in June later that year with a roster of 
15 playable characters. This roster included the likes of Mario, Luigi, 
Wario, Waluigi, Peach, Daisy, Rosalina, Toad, Toadette, Bowser, Bowser 
Jr, Boo, Yoshi, Donkey Kong, and Spike.  
 
  Each character would then be defined by a separate “title” such as All 
Around, Speedy, Defensive, Tricky, or Technical to display the type of 
character they  were out on the court. They each have their own special 
attack or “Trick Shot” as it is called in-game. There is a special gauge 
that will allow players to perform this Trick Shot which is preceded 
with a really cool animation before returning control to the player so 
they can deliver the coup de grâce and potentially score a point. 
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Mario Tennis Aces Review: 
 

Initial Release: June 22, 2018           
Pricing: $59.99 USD 
Category: Sport                           
Players: up to 4 players 
  
  Mario Tennis Aces on the Nintendo Switch was rather limited when it first 
released, but became a pretty solid Mario Tennis game at the conclusion of its post 
launch content. It sported a large cast of memorable characters, a brand new story 
mode (a first in the series since the GBA), alternate outfits, and online 
tournaments to allow players to show off their skills against other players around 
the world. 

7/10 

  Perhaps a first for the series is the inclusion of breakable rackets. 
When Smashing the ball back at your opponent, if they fail to block 
perfectly they will risk damaging their racket. Too many failed blocks 
will ultimately break the racket and may cause them to forfeit the 
match. 
 
  Though the game was pretty barebones at launch, Nintendo planned 
additional content via the in-game Online Tournaments mode and 
introducing additional characters to play as, as well as alternate 
outfits, and more. These additions allowed you to be able to customize 
everything about your favorite Mario Tennis Aces character.  
 
  15 additional playable characters were also revealed but had to be 
earned in order to unlock them. Unlocking them would bring the final 
roster to 30 different characters by the end of Nintendo’s support for 
the title. The additional characters included the likes of Chain Chomp, 
Koopa Troopa, Blooper, Diddy Kong, Birdo, Koopa Paratroopa, Shy Guy, 
Petey Piranha, Luma, Boom Boom, Pauline, Kamek, Dry Bones, Fire 
Piranha Plant, & Dry Bowser. 
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  As a series, Mario Party can be rather hit and miss. Some 
games we love outright, some games we hate, and other 

entries just leave us scratching our heads, like the newest 

instalment. 

  Revealed at E3 2018, Super Mario Party was shown to be a refreshing 
take on the Mario Party system that returns to the older gameplay 
mechanics that fans love, whilst also adding in a few new mechanics to 
have it feeling fresh, new and different, but still a main series 
instalment. 
  
  For the most part, Super Mario Party does do a lot of things right. It 
has a fantastic roster, including three characters having a playable 
debut (Goomba, Pom Pom, and Monty Mole), a wide range of 
interesting puzzles and even its puzzle boards were impressive in their 
own right. 
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Super Mario Party Review: 
 

Initial Release: October 05, 2018  
Pricing: $59.99 USD 
Category: Party, Multiplayer 
Players: up to 4 players 
  
  Instead of following in the steps of the more recent releases and repeating a 
couple of their biggest mistakes, while it makes a few of its own, Super Mario 
Party is still an absolute banger of a title that knows how to get the party started. 
It’s perfect for social gatherings and one of the best Mario Party games to date. 
 

8/10 

  Where Super Mario Party comes unstuck, however, is despite the 
content it does possess, for most fans, there are wishes the game 
would feature even more game boards and content and for a game that 
has sold 10.94 million copies since its 2018 release, it is honestly 
surprising DLC hasn’t been announced for it yet. 
  
  It feels like a missed opportunity that Nintendo and the game’s 
developer, Nd Cube, would have greatly benefited from. Especially 
since now would be the perfect time to do such a thing, what with 
Mario celebrating its 35th anniversary. How about 35 new mini-games 
to celebrate?! 
  
  Still, just because the big N are choosing to sleep on this one, it 
doesn’t mean we will. With being the time to party, it’s time for some 
more Mario mishaps, family fall-outs and mini-game gameplay because 
when it is time to party, we will always Mario Party hard!  
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  Thanks to it being ported to the Nintendo Switch, New 
Super Mario Bros U Deluxe has been a resounding success, 

selling 7.44 million units, which beats out all 2D 

platformers currently on the system.  It’s for a good 
reason, as Reggie would say: “The game is fun. if it’s not 

fun, why bother?” 

  New Super Mario Bros. U Deluxe is a port of both New Super Mario 
Bros. U and New Super Luigi Bros U, with minor graphical 
enhancements, the addition of Toadette as a playable character, and of 
course the infamous crown power-up. 
 
  When Toadette uses that crown, she becomes Peachette, who can do 
everything Peach can do without actually being Peach (who is kind of 
kidnapped by Bowser). It’s definitely a minor but cool addition to help 
younger players enjoy the experience! 
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New Super Mario Bros. U Deluxe Review: 
 

Initial Release: January 11, 2019            
Pricing: $59.99 USD 
Category: Platformer, Action                           
Players: up to 4 players 
  
  New Super Mario Bros. U Deluxe is perhaps the greatest packaged 2D platformer 
to ever exist. From the game’s levels to its overall design, it’s positively gorgeous, 
and full of so much content. Is it worth a double-dip? Damn right it is. Every fan of 
the genre should experience the brilliance of this title, for it is the pinnacle of 2D 
platformers! 
 

8/10 

  In this 2D adventure, series fans can play as Mario, Luigi, or one of 
two Toads. Bowser has taken over Peach’s castle so it’s up to our 
heroes to save the day! This is 2D Mario, I didn’t come for the story and 
neither did you and with such an awesome game to play, I’m sure 
Peach can wait for me to 100% the game. I mean this game features 
one of the most vibrant and colourful worlds I’ve ever played! 

  
  It also helps that the gameplay is stellar. Run, jump, fireball, and glide 
your way through over 100 levels. I really love how unique each level is 
and how fun they are. Oh, and just because it's Mario’s 
35 th anniversary, we can’t forget about Luigi!  
 
 With his DLC fully incorporated, it features every level in the base 
game but they’re remixed to offer a tougher challenge. What’s more, 
because Mario isn’t playable, fans can play as Luigi, the two Toads and 
Nabbit! Yep, the mischievous rabbit is playable and almost invincible, 
he certainly has a few tricks in his bag. 
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  It was the 30th anniversary for the Super Mario Bros. 
series and giving us something different, Nintendo 

released Super Mario Maker for the Nintendo Wii U. 

Millions around the world fell in love with it and the 
Miketendo Bros. were no different. 

  Both Mike and I got completely obsessed with it that we created our 
own Super Mario Bros. Show on YouTube, which had us playing the 
levels that were created by others and when we weren’t playing levels, 
we were creating them. 
 
  Whereas Mike focused on clever recreations of Nintendo games and 
IPs, I preferred courses based on sprite art and made my own Pokémon 
game, complete with gym battles, badges and a creative use of the 
game’s supported amiibo feature. Then there were amiibo levels I 
created. I was forever trying to acquire each new costume added and 
putting them to use in mystery costume celebration courses.  
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Super Mario Maker 2 Review: 
 

Initial Release: June 28, 2019 
Pricing: $59.99 USD 
Category: Action, Platformer 
Players: up to 4 players 
  
  It’s bigger, it’s better and even with its differences (lack of amiibo), it easily puts 
its predecessor to shame. It might lack some of the original’s charm and finesse, 
but Super Mario Maker 2 is one of the most creative Mario games you could ever 
play. Now, you’re playing with power, Super Mario power! 
  

9/10 

  We easily invested hundreds of hours into the first game and we were 
overjoyed at the announcement of a second instalment but for a long 
time, the lack of mystery costumes was a bitter pill to swallow. 
 
  Thankfully, with the passing of time, I was able to personally grow to 
like Super Mario Maker 2. I might not be as invested in course creation 
as I once was as the series no longer seems to possess the same hold on 
me it once did, I do adore the new story mode and playing everyone 
else’s courses is always a joy. 
 
  I am especially enjoying the Ninji Speedrun courses Nintendo are 
releasing (in which you speedrun a specially designed level and try to 
beat everyone else’s time) and I can not wait to check out the 35th 
anniversary-themed Ninji Speedrun that will be released sometime in 
November. I have no desires for trying to set an impressive record, but 
I am will gladly explore the entire thing just to see how extensive 
Nintendo go with its creation. 
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  Mario and Sonic have been competing with each other 

since the 90’s. From the business battles of the  “We do 

what Nintendon’t” slogan to the friendly video game 
rivalry the characters share today. Mario and Sonic have 

always been a constant competitive pairing like Ketchup 

and Mustard, Red vs Blue, peanut butter and jelly. 

  Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the actual Tokyo Summer Olympic 
games were postponed. With the rise of eSports taking the place of  
physical sports due to COVID 19, it would not be beyond the realm of 
possibility to host a virtual Olympic games using this title! Basketball 
players use NBA 2K20 and even NASCAR drivers play NASCAR video 
games before they could return to physical practice once again. 

  Mario and Sonic at the Olympic Games Tokyo 2020 may not be 
considered the best title in the series, but it did try to break the mold 
by adding 2D characters and dream events, and it is still a fun party 
game that each country could have a blast playing competing for their 
country’s bragging rights until we’re allowed to have the actual 
Olympic games again!  
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Mario and Sonic at the Olympic Games Tokyo 2020 Review: 

 

Initial Release: November 05, 2019 
Pricing: $59.99 USD 
Category: Action, Multiplayer, Sports                          
Players: up to 8 players 

  While party games are a niche genre, Mario and Sonic at the Olympic Games 
Tokyo 2020 may be grandeur in name, but it is unfortunately underwhelming 
in reality. The minigames can be fun, but they are not quite as fun as classic Mario 
Party and the Story Mode leaves much to be desired. It’s a nice alternative, but 
we’re all probably better off waiting for the actual Olympics to come back. 

7/10 

   We all miss the pageantry of the Olympics as well as the healthy 
competition between countries across the world. There’s no doubt a 
virtual Olympic games could be possible. There was even talk of 
including eSports into the Olympics this year. Tokyo 2020 would have 
been the perfect year to start Olympic eSports. 

  We are truly in a golden era of gaming, seeing the rise and 
importance of gaming in our society in the midst of a global pandemic, 
We turn to art, entertainment and video games to help us get through 
our day-to-day lives and turning on Mario and Sonic at the Olympic 
Games Tokyo 2020 to play with your friends online or in-person 
could help you pass the time and hope for a better tomorrow!  
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  The Paper Mario series has certainly had its ups and 

downs. What originally started as an RPG has gradually 

moved away from that genre into Action, Adventure 
territory. Very few games have managed to divide its fan 

base like the Paper Mario series has. Paper Mario: The 

Origami King on Nintendo Switch is a new instalment to 
the series but does it have what it takes to reunite its fans? 

  The story of Paper Mario: The Origami King has felt deeper than other 
entries in the series yet still had its typical comical charm to keep 
things light and entertaining. The world itself is vast and possibly the 
largest in the series as well. Each region has its own theme and hides a 
number of secrets and treasures to find. 
 
  Paper Mario: The Origami King also has its own colorful cast of 
characters from the endearing Olivia to the amnesiac Bobby. Even Luigi 
makes an appearance from time to time to help Mario on his 
adventure. Unlikely allies in the form of Kamek, Bowser Jr. and King 
Bowser himself join Mario to fight against King Olly and his paper 
crafted minions. 
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Paper Mario: The Origami King Review: 

 

Initial Release: July 17, 2020                                                        
Pricing: $59.99 USD 
Category: Adventure, Action                                                                 
Players: 1 Player 

  Paper Mario: The Origami King may not be the welcome return to form that 
most fans wanted, as it continues to branch further from its RPG roots that made 
the series so iconic to begin with. However, as a stand alone title it has so much 
charm and is a joy to play with expansive regions to explore and interesting cha-
racters to encounter. To sleep on this game would be a shame as you’d be missing 
out on a beautifully crafted adventure title. 

8/10 

  I have been a fan of the Paper Mario series since Paper Mario 64 on 
the Nintendo 64. While I may not have had the opportunity to play the 
likes of Paper Mario: The Thousand Year Door or Paper Mario: Sticker 
Star, I have played the other games in the series and thoroughly 
enjoyed them. 

  Paper Mario: The Origami King was definitely an interesting one 
to play. The combat system has been given a whole new spin, literally. 
Mario stands in the center of a circular arena and has to line up the 
enemies by sliding columns and rotating rings. To say it was 
controversial is putting it mildly but it was unique… and fun in a 
puzzling way. 
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  Upon its reveal, Nintendo seemed to focus more on what’s in the 
collection, instead of covering what’s been done to the games within it, 
with details on performance, visuals and more, being discovered after 
the fact — but disappointment still abounds. 
  
  Yes, Super Mario Galaxy 2 is seemingly missing, which admittedly is a 
shame as it’s a stupendous 3D Mario game, but it’s not like Galaxy has 
been forgotten entirely. The first Galaxy game has managed to secure a 
place, and what a game it is! 

  After months of agonising rumours and supposed leaks, 

the cat (Mario) is out of the bag. The often communicated, 
but heavily fabled Super Mario 3D All-Stars collection, is, 

in fact, a reality and the immediate response was to be 

expected. 
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  Besides, maybe too much Galaxy can be a bad 
thing, especially if it takes focus away from the 
other two games in the collection, Super Mario 
64 and Super Mario Sunshine. 
  
  Both titles are iconic in their own right and 
for any true Mario fan out there, it’s not a case 
of “which game in the collection do I play?” 
but “which game in the collection do I play 
first?” For me, the answer is Sunshine. 
  
  Regretfully, I never had the opportunity to play it in the past, but with 
the opportunity now upon us, I would be a fool not to take it, especially 
since the collection is only available until the end of March 2021, for 
unknown reasons. 
  
  Like many of you, I’m not a fan of the limited release strategy 
Nintendo has chosen for it, but I do understand it. Frenzied panic 
buying will drive sales through the roof, and the game has already 
become the second-fastest game on Amazon this year at the time of 
writing this, it’s only a matter of time before it becomes number one. 
  
  There’s a reason why Mario likes to remind us he’s No.1 and it’s 
because he is. Now and forever. Even when his latest release, feels like 
a lacklustre remaster when compared to those such as the remastered 
Spyro and Crash Bandicoot trilogies.  

Super Mario 3D All-Stars Game Details: 
 

Initial Release: September 18, 2020                                                   
Pricing: $59.99 USD 
Category: Platformer, Action                                                    
Players: up to 2 players 
  
Super Mario 3D All-Stars brings three of Super Mario’s iconic 3D adventures in 
one tidy package! It is more than Ideal for those of you that wish to revisit old 
memories and a second chance for those that missed out the first time around. 
These timeless classics will have you coming back again and again (mainly because 
those stars are not going to collect themselves!).  
 

9/10 
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  Much like they did with Tetris 99, in Super Mario Bros. 35, players 
can challenge 34 other players in a true contest of proving once and for 
all, just who exactly is a Mario Master! 
  
  In a bid to be the last Mario standing, players must traverse familiar 
courses, overcome enemies, collect essential power-ups and do 
whatever you possibly can to affect the progress of others. Every 
enemy you defeat will pop up in someone else’s game, so it’s not just 
the default enemies to look out for, but those newly spawned enemies 
as well. 

Once again Nintendo has found another way to get us 

hooked on the classic original Super Mario Bros, only this 
time, if you’re already subscribing to Nintendo Switch 

Online, you can get it for free — but, this is not quite the 

Super Mario Bros. game you think it is, for developer Akira 
is on hand to give it an interesting twist. 
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  It’s Super Mario Bros. like we’ve never known it and we honestly 
can’t wait to go hands-on with this challenge. There’s going to be 
plenty of tears, laughter and maniacal fun, but this fun won’t last... 
  
  For reasons unknown, Super Mario Bros. 35 will only enjoy a limited 
run and be available until the end of March 2021. This means come 
October 1, players will need to act fast, should they wish to try a brand 
new take on such a classic game that has gone on to evolve into an 
iconic series that players are still in love with 35 years later.  

Super Mario Bros. 35 Game Details: 
 

Initial Release: October 01, 2020                      
Pricing: Free to Nintendo Switch Online Subscribers 
Category: Platformer                                                                   
Players: up to 35 players 
  
  Welcome to Super Mario Bros. … with 35 players! In this competitive online 
battle game, 35 players will compete to be the last Mario standing… or running. 
Enemies defeated will be sent to other players’ courses, but that also works the ot-
her way around! Players can activate special items to try and outpace their oppo-
nents. Super Mario Bros. 35 launches 1st October as a digital-only game exclusive to 
Nintendo Switch Online members*. The game will be playable until 31st March 
2021.  
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 Instead of “giving the people what they want” and  
unveiling a Mario Kart 9, Nintendo caught us all off guard 

and debuted Mario Kart Live: Home Circuit as part of their  

Super Mario Bros. 35th anniversary Nintendo Direct. 

  It’s a risky move, made even riskier given the fact players need to 
fork out $99.99 USD for either a Mario or Luigi set, which doesn’t even 
come with a physical version of the game, but we can’t deny it’s not a  
fascinating idea. 
  
  Why race around the Mushroom Kingdom, when you can sit yourself 
down comfortably on your sofa, chair or bean bag as you control Mario 
and have him race around your front room? 
  
  With a track you can set up anywhere, should you feel the urge, you 
can probably turn even your garden into a course and race around  
some gnomes. Still, just because right now it might not be the true  
Mario Kart follow-up fans were hoping it would be, it doesn’t mean we 
should rule it out just yet. 
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Mario Kart Live: Home Circuit Game Details: 
 

Initial Release: October 16, 2020                                                        
Pricing: $99.99 USD 
Category: Racing, Multiplayer, Other                                                 
Players: up to 4 players 
  
  Created in partnership by Nintendo and Velan Studios, Mario Kart Live: Home  
Circuit brings the fun of the Mario Kart series into the real world by using a  
Nintendo Switch or Nintendo Switch Lite** to race against opponents using a  
physical kart come to life. The physical kart responds to boosts in-game and in the 
real world, stops when hit with an item, and can be affected in different ways  
depending on the race.  
 
  Players place gates to create a custom course layout in their home, where the only 
limit is their imagination. Race against Koopalings in Grand Prix to unlock skins to 
customise courses and costumes for Mario and Luigi, and play with up to four 
players in local multiplayer mode. 

  Official screenshots have already shown us two different outfits for 
Mario to wear when racing, who knows how many more costumes 
could be supported? Nintendo and Velan Studios are keeping quiet on 
that front for the time being, but as we await more details and the 
eventual October 16, 2020 release, we’ll know soon enough. 

  
 The true downside, however, is the fact if you’re hoping to play with a 
friend for a Custom Race on your Custom Course, they will need to own 
a Mario or Luigi set of their own and a Nintendo Switch to play the 
game on. 
  
 Everything could change just as soon as we get that next news drop 
and just because this might not be the Mario Kart game that dethrones 
Mario Kart 8 Deluxe, the fact of the matter is, we don’t know enough 
about it to pass on it just yet. It could still go on to surprise us all, 
which only makes next month, all the more interesting. 
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  As more and more Wii U games found a new lease of life 
on the Nintendo Switch, including the upcoming Pikmin 3  

Deluxe that releases on October 30 of this year, diehard  

Mario fans have all been asking the question, “what about 
Super Mario 3D World?” 

  Well, it’s a question they won’t have to ask themselves anymore as 
the hit Wii U 3D Mario game is Switch-bound after all and is set to 
release on February 12, 2021. 
   
  I had hoped such a port would consist of both Super Mario 3D World 
and its prequel, Super Mario 3D Land, alas, it was not meant to be. 
Instead, we are to receive Super Mario 3D World + Bowser’s Fury, a 
faster running port that adds in a brand-new campaign. 
  
  In their usual fashion, Nintendo has said very little about what this 
campaign consists of, but with the promise of news in the coming 
months, we eagerly await it. One thing is clear, Bowser isn’t too happy 
about the beatdown he suffers at the hands of Mario and now he wants 
to get even.  
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Super Mario 3D World + Bowser’s Fury Game Details: 
 
Initial Release: February 12, 2021                                                      
Pricing: $59.99 USD 
Category: Platformer, Action                                                      
Players: up to 4 players 
  

 
  Multiplayer mayhem pounces onto Nintendo Switch! This enhanced version 
of Super Mario 3D World, which originally launched for Wii U, features co-op 
gameplay both online* and through local multiplayer in a variety of creative levels. 
Additional details about what new things this game has to offer will be revealed la-
ter. Super Mario 3D World + Bowser’s Fury launches for Nintendo Switch on 
12th February 2021. New Cat Mario and Cat Peach amiibo will also be released as a 
double pack at the same time as the game.  

  All we know is, more Mario and more Bowser is always a good thing 
and speaking of more Mario, releasing alongside the game, are Cat 
Mario and Cat Peach amiibo. We have no idea what purpose they’ll 
serve in-game but we are just dying to find out. 
  
  Oh, and don’t worry if you haven’t got some friends and family nearby 
to play with, as Super Mario 3D World + Bowser’s Fury, supports online 
gameplay, as well as local, so there will be plenty of 3D Mario fun to go 
around and unlike Super Mario 3D All-Stars, this 3D game intends to 
stick around for a long time!  
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  Alex Blake AKA Cptn_Alex of Comic Controllers is known 

for producing top quality custom games consoles and 

controllers. He really takes his craft to the next level with 

his own themed designs of fan favourites like Super Mario, 

The Legend of Zelda, Pokémon, and Animal Crossing. That 

isn’t all though as he even has some wicked Pro Controllers 

with LED modifications! 

35 years of Koopa, Goomba, and the Super Mario Bros! 

Celebrate with a custom one of a kind console! - $365.00  

Super Mario Themed Nintendo Switch Lites 



4 1  

 

Get crafty with this Paper Mario inspired Nintendo Switch Lite, 

available exclusively from Comic Controllers! - $349.99  

I'm really feelin' it! 

Take your Switch Lite to 

the next level with this 

custom Xenobade 

Chronicles themed skin! 

- $14.99  

Brandish the mark of 

exalt and take on the role 

of Chrom with this Fire 

Emblem inspired Pro 

Controller! - $165  

It's electrifying! 

Pikachu sends 

shockwaves throughout 

this custom pro 

controller with LED 

modifications! - $175  

Other Custom Consoles And Accessories 

To see even more of incredible custom consoles & accessories and most 

importantly, where you can purchase them, be sure to check out 

www.comiccontrollers.com 
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  With it being the 35th Anniversary of Super Mario Bros, 

we wanted to share one of the greatest moments to ever 

happen to us during our time of running Miketendo64. It 

was back in 2016 when we went to a video game convention 

in Barcelona, Spain. We had the privilege and honor to 

interview the Voice of Mario himself… the legendary 

Charles Martinet! 
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  Mike: So, first question. How did you become the voice of Mario? 

  Charles: Its was 26 years ago (30) since I crashed an audition and 

it was the best thing I ever did. It went against everything in my nature 

which was only be asked and do it professionally. “Okay, I’ll just 

throw it all away and walk in the door.” That’s what I did, I walked 

in the door and the producer was on the way out with the cameraman 

and the camera in the bag.  I said “Can I read for this?”  

  It was literally like “Ah, alright, alright, alright”. Come on in. We’ll 

set the camera up. You are an Italian plumber from Brooklyn. 

You’re a character in a video game. Start talking. You are gonna be 

having all this animation stuff, real life animation points attached 

to your face and you are going to be seeing people through a hidden 

camera and hearing people through a hidden microphone.”  

  “You can say whatever you want to them. Make up a voice for the 

video game. You are gonna be talking all day whether this 

animation stuff works or not so you might as well just start going 

and when you run out of things to say, that’s your audition.” 

  I thought “I know nothing about Mario. I know nothing about 

Nintendo. I know nothing about anything here except I am going to 

have fun.” And I heard “Action!” I went (in Mario Voice) “Hello I’m-a 

Mario! Let’s make Pizza Pie together.” I started making up food and 

chasing each other with food and I was sure he (the producer) was 

gonna say “That’s great, stop.” But he never said stop. So, I kept going 

until the tape ran out. That was 26 (30) years ago and I still haven’t 

run out of things to say. 
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  Mike: One of the things you did was in an interactive video booth for 

Mario and a lot of kids would ask Mario “Where’s Luigi?” 

  Charles: Yes, It’s true. That’s how Luigi got his voice. We only had 

Mario and it was a head that was floating around. I could control where 

the head goes, move the camera and see people. The kids would say to me 

“Can I talk to Luigi?” and I would say “Uh, well. I think Luigi is in the 

kitchen making Spaghetti Meatballs. Besides, he’s pretty shy but I’ll 

ask him” The kids would say “oh, yes please,” and I reply “Okay, hold 

on a second. Hey Luigi!” 

  Now I couldn’t move my mouth because I had all these animation points 

on my face and if I move, the character on the screen (Mario) would 

move. So I would say through a closed mouth (as Luigi) ”Yeah, what do 

you want?” I would then reply as Mario “Would you like to come out 

and say hello to my friends?” “Oh no, I’m in the kitchen making 

Spaghetti Meatballs. Besides, I’m too shy.” I would do a whole dialogue 

like that. 

 

  Jack: According to a recent interview, Mario is apparently 24 years 

old. What are your thoughts about that? 

  Charles: Well, being so that I am 28, its not that far a stretch (he 

jokes). That’s the wonderful thing about doing a voice over. You can voice 

something into your hundreds and you can control your voice, drink lots 

of water, rest, and relaxation. It’s 26 (30) years I have been doing it of 

absolute joy and wonder. I look forward to the next 26. 

 

  Jack: Do you have a favourite Mario Game? 

  Charles: They are all my favourites. I love Super Mario Galaxy. I still 

play it upside down when Mario goes upside down. I can’t not turn upside 

down when I am playing. Super Mario 3D World with cats “Riaow”. And 

New Super Mario Bros when the screen scrolls along and everyone starts 

dancing. It’s just genius. It’s genius of joy.  

  That is what I think is so great about Nintendo is that there are 

moments in every game where you just go “Oh, I love that.” Like when 

you see the bell power up and you grab that and then Mario goes 

“Riaow,” It’s brilliant. I always look for those magic moments and they 

are always in every game. I just love it.  
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  Jack: has there ever been a moment in Mario games where you have 

rooted for Bowser to win? 

  Charles: Nope. I’m a Mario kind of guy. Though maybe one day Bowser 

will be the good guy. Maybe… but I don’t think so.  

 

  Jack: Mario has many professions over the years. What profession 

for Mario was your favourite? 

  Charles: I love the race car driver, that’s really fun. I don’t know, I 

think the flying in space is one of the best careers I have ever seen. I love 

them all. Every time, I play the games, I just marvel at the creativity and 

the integrity of it. Its there in every Mario game from the first one to the 

most recent, it will always be “That’s a Mario Game.” The same can be 

said if you play Mario Party 1 or the current one or even Paper Mario. 

Each time, the dream stays alive. 

  Because I have been doing it for so long, you get to hear from people “I 

use to play with my mom and dad when I was a kid. Now I play with 

my kids and it brings the family together. We have a great time.” Soon 

it will be, “I used to play with my grandfather and now I play with my 

grandkids.” That’s life, its wonderful. 

  Mike: I remember playing the original Super Mario Bros. on the NES 

with my mum and when it came to Super Mario Bros. 3, that NES did 

not get turned off. For fear of losing the game data, we kept it on 24 

hours a day until we beat it. 

  Charles: Do you remember when the memory card came in the 

Gamecube? All of a sudden, you can play and you could start over again 

from where you left off. It’s the love of the game that creates the 

technology. From a single central screen, to side-scrolling to 3D and 

whatever will be the next adventure, like standing up off the couch (like 

the Wii). It’s always the joy that brings the fun. 

 

  Mike: To finish up, does Mario have any final words to say to those 

who are reading this interview? 

  Charles as Mario:  

“Thank you so much for playing my games. Ya Hoo!” 
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  For the Mario fans that want to keep the adventures going, 
don’t worry, there are plenty more Mario games playable on 

Nintendo Switch. From games that he stars in personally, to 

games that take place in the expanded Donkey Kong/Mario 
Universe, you might want to consider checking out a few of 

the Arcade Archive games: 
  
 Arcade Archives Mario Bros. (September 27, 2017 - $7.99 USD) 
 Arcade Archives VS. SUPER MARIO BROS. (December 22, 2017 - 

$7.99 USD) 
 Arcade Archives VS. DONKEY KONG JR. (December 21, 2018 -  
 $7.99 USD) 
 Arcade Archives VS. WRECKING CREW (May 1, 2020 - $7.99 USD) 

  
  Or even make the most out of your Nintendo Switch Online 
subscription and play any of the following NES and SNES games: 
  
  

NES Games: (Alphabetical Order) 
  
 Donkey Kong 
 Donkey Kong 2 
 Donkey Kong Jr. 
 Dr. Mario 
 Dr. Mario SP (The UFO cover-up) 
 Mario Bros. 
 NES Open Tournament Golf 
 Super Mario Bros. 
 Super Mario Bros.: The Lost Levels 
 Super Mario Bros. 2 
 Super Mario Bros. 3 
 Wario’s Woods 
 Wrecking Crew 
 Yoshi 
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SNES Games: (Alphabetical Order) 
  
 Super Mario All-Stars 
 Super Mario Kart 
 Super Mario World 
 Super Mario World 2: Yoshi’s Island 
 Donkey Kong Country 

  

  Still, if it’s more physical Switch games you’re after, then you’ll want 
to consult this list: 

  

 Donkey Kong Country: Tropical Freeze (May 4, 2018 - $59.99 USD) 
 Captain Toad: Treasure Tracker (July 13, 2018 - $59.99 USD) 
 Super Smash Bros. Ultimate (December 7, 2018 - $59.99 USD) 
 Yoshi’s Crafted World (March 29, 2019 - $59.99 USD) 
 Luigi’s Mansion 3 (October 31, 2019 - $59.99 USD) 
  
  Even now, that’s not all for there are still a bunch of other games all 
available on Switch that our lovable hero makes some sort of an 
appearance in, be it Mario themed content, songs, or even just easter 
eggs, there’s plenty of Mario to go around, but if you need a little hand 
being pushed in the right direction, try these games on for size: 
  

 Bayonetta 
 Bayonetta 2 
 Clubhouse Games: 51 Worldwide Classics / 51 Worldwide Games 
 Jump Rope Challenge 
 Just Dance 2018 
 Ring Fit Adventure 
 Rocket League 
 The Legend of Zelda: Link’s Awakening 
 
  

 Mario time, all the time. What a great time for gaming. 
 

  Be it by a stroke of luck or divine intervention, this formidable 
plumber has taken the world by storm. Throughout the years, Mario 
has worn many caps, (including Cappy). He’s been a carpenter, a 
plumber, a doctor, a go-karting enthusiast, all-round athlete and a 
video game king in the eyes of gamers everywhere. Mario’s reign of 
being “No. 1!” has endured for decades and we sincerely hope his rule 
will continue for decades more.  

Thank You For Reading! 




